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Image parsing is vital for many high-level image understanding tasks. Although both parametric and
non-parametric approaches have achieved remarkable success, many technical challenges still prevail for
images containing things/objects with broad-coverage and high-variability, because it still lacks versatile
and effective strategies to seamlessly integrate local–global features selection, contextual cues exploi-

annotated labels. To ameliorate, this paper develops a novel automatic non-parametric image parsing
method with advantages of both parametric and non-parametric methodologies by resorting to new
modeling and inferring strategies. The originality of our new approach is to employ sparse–dense
reconstruction as a latent learning model to conduct candidate-label probability analysis over multi-level
local regions, and synchronously leverage context-specific local–global label confidence propagation and
global semantic spatial–contextual cues to guide holistic scene parsing. Towards this goal, we devise
several novel technical components to comprise a lightweight parsing framework, including local region
representation integrating complementary features, anisotropic consistency propagation based on bi-
harmonic distance metric, bottom-up label voting, semantic string generation of image-level spatial–
contextual cues based on Hilbert space-filling curve, and co-occurrence priors analysis based on relaxed
string matching algorithm, which collectively enable us to effectively combat the aforementioned
obstinate problems. Moreover, we conduct comprehensive experiments on public benchmarks, and make
extensive and quantitative evaluations with state-of-the-art methods, which demonstrate the advan-
tages of our method in accuracy, versatility, flexibility, and efficiency.

& 2016 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction and motivation

Image parsing aims to decompose an image into non-
overlapped consistent regions that correspond to a set of pre-
defined semantic classes. It is one of the most active research
subjects in computer vision nowadays, and can benefit many high-
level image understanding tasks, such as image editing, context-
based image (or image patch) retrieval, etc. Although human's
perceptual grouping ability could guarantee to quickly distinguish
many patterns and abstract high-level information from them to
form meaningful parts, it is fundamentally challenging to equip
the computer with such ability due to the diversity of natural
scenes and the variability of object class instances.
@buaa.edu.cn (A. Hao).
Given training images with region-level annotations, most
state-of-the-art image parsing methods either learn a region-
based parametric model by combining appearance and scene
geometry representations [1–4] or resort to non-parametric
modeling to transfer the annotations from training images to
testing images [2,5,6]. Generally speaking, segmentation hypoth-
eses, feature encoding of candidate segments, label transferring
and spatial–contextual consistency have commonly become some
of the key factors of effective image parsing. Through a long time
evolution, both parametric and non-parametric approaches have
achieved great success. However, to better combine the traditional
problems of detection, segmentation, and multi-label recognition
into a unified parsing framework, the challenges, ranging from
feature representation, model design, to spatial–contextual priors
leverage, are still not fully resolved, which collectively hinder
further performance improvement towards human perception.
Now, we shall summarize some of the key challenges as follows.
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First, from the perspective of producing good internal repre-
sentation and exploration of visual information, gestalt psycholo-
gists suggest that hierarchically grouping from low-level features
to high-level structures can better embody the concept of psy-
chological recognition, including proximity, similarity, continua-
tion, closure, symmetry, etc. [7,8].

However, the ambiguous semantic definition of what deter-
mining a local region to be an object (or a meaningful part) makes
the hierarchical grouping become an ill-posed problem, because a
meaningful region may refer to a thing, a kind of texture, a stuff, or
even a part of an object. Therefore, how to simultaneously exploit
the low-level features (such as color and texture) and local–global
structures is still urgently needed in image parsing.

Second, from the perspective of intrinsic cross-image semantic
consistency interpretation/detection, current methods more or
less suffer from the following problems. The correspondence
mapping or instance detection based on straightforward local
features combination gives rise to less discriminative coherency
propagation, because cross-image co-occurring contents may vary
in shapes, colors, scales, illuminations, occlusions, and local
deformations. And prior knowledge based learning/regression
significantly depends on the quality and contexts of the training
samples as well as the sophisticated parameter tuning of the
underlying classifier and/or structural models, which lacks desir-
able efficiency, flexibility, and expandability. Thus, considering the
semantics—similar but appearance—varying things/objects, how to
design a physics-meaningful model to analyze the intrinsic cor-
relations among the cross-image feature representations is extre-
mely essential for the consistent label propagation.

Third, from the perspective of the effective utility of spatial–
contextual information in co-occurrence interpretation, various
kinds of high-level spatial layouts and contextual interactions
among different object classes have been proven effective in
semantic parsing [9–12], because the co-occurrence relations can
impose constraints on the likelihood that some object classes
occur simultaneously in the same scene. Although the contextual
cues should be taken into account in a relatively easy way via
segmentation-by-detection like methods, some spatial-layout cues
become messy and unreliable when photographing 2D images
from real 3D scenes with arbitrary viewpoint. Thus, considering
the uncertainty of co-occurring object classes and their projected
2D position relationships, it needs a relatively independent but
closely coupled strategy to flexibly encode and analyze the spatial–
contextual cues, with respect to the prime spatial separation
scheme.

Fourth, from the perspective of practical use, facing different
application backgrounds, it is indeed hard to make choices among
various method-design alternatives, e.g., parametric or non-para-
metric, hand-crafted features or learned features, intrinsic cues or
extrinsic cues, bottom-up or top-down, data-driven or prior/rule-
guided, etc. The ideal state would be to find a perfect or near
perfect method that could take full use of their respective
advantages. Nonetheless, at the current stage it is only a viable
option to design an efficient and effective framework that could
partially couple their advantages in some sense.

To tackle the aforementioned challenges, we shall concentrate
on the automatic non-parametric image parsing by incorporating
region-level local–global complementary feature integration, per-
exemplar candidate-label detection based on sparse–dense
reconstruction, hierarchical semantic voting, and the statistical
analysis of global spatial–contextual cues into a flexible and
expandable framework, which can take full advantages of both
parametric and non-parametric methods. As illustrated in Fig. 1,
given the annotated images, instead of sophisticated learning, we
only integrate multiple semi-local features to form dictionary
words for each of the multi-level segmented regions, and
construct a sematic string for each image. When handling testing
images, we first retrieve globally similar images from the anno-
tated ones to construct latent learning dictionary, conduct multi-
level segmentation, and extract analogous region-level features.
Then, we employ per-exemplar sparse–dense reconstruction for
each region and determine the high-level region's label candidates
via hierarchical voting. In addition, we construct image-level
semantic string candidates for testing images, and finally, deter-
mine image-level parsing by taking into account the statistics of
cross-image semantic-string matching results. Specifically, our
salient contributions can be summarized as follows:

� We pioneer a hierarchical sparse–dense reconstruction based
semantic region voting method, which in some sense is
equivalent to the role of the structural models in parametric
methods. It gives rise to the efficient and effective revealing of
the intrinsic semantic consistence among training and testing
images, while still being able to flexibly accommodate newly
added annotated images.

� We propose a semi-local discriminative representation by
combining bi-harmonic distance distribution (BDD) with low-
level features based on multi-level super-pixel segmentation,
which can capture both region-level local appearances and
global geometric structures of the potential semantic entities
in an image. Specifically, the BDD could also facilitate aniso-
tropic label-confidence propagation.

� We propose an efficient semantic-string encoding and matching
method to represent the image-level spatial–contextual cues
based on Hilbert space-filling curve, wherein the high-level
spatial layout and contextual co-occurrence are closely coupled
in a smart way, and the relaxed string matching algorithm
guarantees the effective exploration of the priors embedded in
diverse scenes.
2. Related work

Closely relevant to the central theme of this paper, we now
briefly review previous works in three subjects: parametric image
parsing methods, non-parametric image parsing methods, and the
exploitation of features and spatial–contextual cues.

2.1. Parametric image parsing methods

Parametric methods [13–15] usually leverage semantic learning
to establish certain appearance representation or relationship
representation from training dataset. With the hope that such a
learning would facilitate the mapping from visual features to a
semantically meaningful space, most of the state-of-the-art para-
metric methods usually propagate labels from annotated pixels to
testing pixels by jointly considering the appearance and structure
features based on manually designed structural models [2], such as
Markov random field (MRF) and conditional random fields (CRF)
based models [16]. For example, Yuan et al. [17] employed CRF and
max-margin Markov networks (M3N) to perform scene under-
standing. Tu et al. [18] proposed a Bayesian framework to parse
images into visual patterns. Besides, inspired by the deep Recursive
Context Propagation Network, Abhishek et al. [3] proposed a
learning-based scene parsing method by combining bottom-up and
top-down context propagation within random binary parse trees,
which makes the region-level feature representation be better
classified into semantic categories. Modolo et al. [19] proposed a
context forest to learn the relationship between the global image
appearance and properties of objects by selecting the most relevant
components to run on testing images. Humayun et al. [20] proposed
to reuse the inference by pre-computing a graph for parametric



Fig. 1. The pipeline of our framework.
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min-cuts. Most recently, convolutional neural network (CNN) based
methods [21,22,4] gain great momentum in end-to-end image
parsing and achieve high-accuracy, however, the involved deep
learning models are extremely time-consuming and are hard to
incorporate new semantic labels. In general, the performance of
current parametric methods is commonly limited by the suboptimal
performance of many sophisticated intermediate components.
Besides, the number of object labels in such parsing models is
limited, yet in contrast, the number of objects is actually unlimited
in real world, combined with the randomly distributed objects to
form a scene, so it is hard to build a complete parametric model,
because it has to re-train/update the models when encountering
newly added training dataset.

2.2. Non-parametric image parsing methods

Unlike parametric methods, non-parametric methods [5] almost
do nothing at training time. At testing time, they commonly employ
certain global image descriptors to identify a retrieval set of training
images similar to the query, with the testing image being seg-
mented into regions, then they transfer the labels from the retrieval
set by matching segmentation regions, and finally fuse the trans-
ferred labels by heuristic aggregation schemes. For example, Liu
et al. [23] employed SIFT Flows to construct the pixel–pixel corre-
spondence and the dense deformation field between images,
wherein the involved optimization problem is rather complex and
expensive to be solved. David et al. [24] further improved Tighe and
Lazebnik's work [5] by introducing per-descriptor weights and
context-driven adaptation, which gives rise to a significant perfor-
mance gain on sufficiently large datasets. Long et al. [6] proposed a
hierarchical image model (HIM) to conduct parsing by segmentation
and recognition, which can capture long-range dependency and
different-level contextual information. And Tighe et al. [25] also
proposed a parsing-by-detecting approach, wherein exemplar SVM
is employed to estimate the bounding boxes of the objects and to
facilitate the parsing labels' transfer. Cheng [26] formulated the
image parsing as a problem of jointly estimating per-pixel object
and attribute labels from training images by treating nouns as object
labels and adjectives as visual attribute labels, however, such per-
formance is limited by the ambiguity of language description.
Similar to the weakly supervised graph propagation method [27],
Wenxuan et al. [10] proposed to propagate class labels to image
regions by only using image-level labels with the help of L1
semantic graph and k-NN semantic graph, which gives rise to more
semantic relevance. Generally speaking, benefitting from the
flexibility of affording new dataset, non-parametric methods are
more popular in practical applications, and theoretically they could
utilize a huge amount of data with ever-improvement in accuracy.
However, their practical parsing quality also tends to be influenced
by the inaccurate matching and insufficient explicit semantic priors
[3]. Inspired by the quasi-parametric method [28], which integrates
KNN-based nonparametric method and CNN-based parametric
method, this paper will focus on the new automatic non-parametric
image parsing framework towards leveraging the advantages of
both parametric and non-parametric methodologies.

2.3. Features and spatial–contextual cues

Image parsing methods are usually built on top of the feature
representation and spatial–contextual cues exploration. Dis-
criminative representations of object classes based on low-level
image features are important for semantic parsing, wherein the
commonly used features are bottom-up pixel-level features, such
as color or texture patterns. For example, Long et al. [29] docu-
mented the better performance of convolutional activation fea-
tures over traditional features (such as SIFT) for the involved cor-
respondence calculation. And He et al. [30] suggested to simulta-
neously incorporate the region and image level features. Shotton
et al. [31] employed spatial filters to represent the local informa-
tion corresponding to different classes. Shotton et al. [11] learned a
discriminative object-label model by incorporating appearance,
shape, and context information efficiently. Instead of hand-crafted
features, Farabet et al. [32] resorted to learning appropriate low-
level and mid-level features via supervised training. And Zhu et al.
[1] made a comprehensive survey on the feature selection
involved in various kinds of image segmentation methods (refer to
[1] for more details). Besides, various forms of co-occurrence,
spatial adjacency and appearance have been proposed to serve as
spatial–contextual cues in [5]. For example, Zhou et al. [9]
decompose an image into four parts (the upper part, the lower
part, the center, and the sides) to construct spatial layout rela-
tionships. Modolo et al. [19] modeled the context as a relationship
between global image appearance and the properties of the
objects within the same image. Vulee et al. [33] introduced the
mutual spatial feature to obtain strong visual cue in image parsing.
Tighe et al. [25] introduced region-based cues by transferring the
trained segmentation mask into the testing image to form a seg-
mentation hypothesis. Inspired by the above works, to make the
image parsing become more holistic, this paper will also exploit
the closely coupled and flexibly encoded spatial–contextual priors
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by taking full consideration of the intrinsic cues and extrinsic cues
simultaneously.
3. Semi-local feature construction and latent-learning dictionary
selection

Since parsing images aims to transfer labels of training images
to the unknown image, we should make full use of annotated
descriptions to establish relationships with unknown parts, so we
deal with training images and testing images respectively. For the
training images, their pixels have been respectively annotated
with specific labels, which gives rise to object-level region seg-
mentation. Correspondingly, for the testing image, we employ an
automatic graph-based method [34] to roughly conduct poten-
tially semantic region segmentation, which will be finally refined
and assigned to most likely labels. Meanwhile, both for the
annotated image and testing image, we further employ SLIC [35]
based over-segmentation to construct a spatial hierarchy for each
potentially semantic region.

On that basis, for each-level local region, the description is an
essential part for recognition. Different local regions should have
the ability to distinguish themselves from others. However,
regions from the same category may also have differences in cer-
tain aspects, so we should design our descriptions from different
perspectives to be able to capture common properties of regions
that have the same semantic meanings. Traditional descriptions
like SIFT, and color histogram are good enough to represent local
properties from different aspects, but that is not enough because
they do not consider neighborhoods' influence. Entities in our
daily life may look different from the local perspective, but we can
regard them as the same category because they have something in
common when considering adjacent parts. So we shall integrate
not only multiple complementary local features, but also geo-
metric distribution structure to semi-locally represent regions.
Except for the low-level appearance features such as color histo-
gram, local binary pattern, and histogram of gradient texture, we
specifically propose a new semi-local structure representation,
called bi-harmonic distance distribution (BDD), by computing bi-
harmonic distance field over super-pixels, which shall be detailed
as follows.

3.1. Semi-local region representation based on bi-harmonic distance
distribution

In fact, bi-harmonic distance [36] is a kind of distance metric
built on Riemannian manifold. Compared with traditional Eucli-
dean distance, bi-harmonic distance has the ability of capturing
both local and global information. Therefore, we extend it to image
space to describe the geometric distribution structure, and we will
also employ it to guide the anisotropic reconstruction error pro-
pagation in Section 4.3. The original bi-harmonic distance between
the two positions x and y of certain manifold is defined as

dBðx; yÞ2 ¼
X1
k ¼ 1

ðΦkðxÞ�ΦkðyÞÞ2

λ2k
; ð1Þ

where ΦkðxÞ are eigenfunctions and λk are eigenvalues of Laplace–
Beltrami matrix.

In order to measure the local image structure, based on the
super-pixel over-segmentation, we use Delaunay triangle to con-
struct a manifold mesh, wherein the super-pixel location centers
P ¼ fp1;p2;…; pK g serve as vertices, K is the number of super-
pixels. And we define bi-harmonic distance metric based on dis-
crete Laplacian-matrix L¼ A�1M, where A is a diagonal matrix and
Aii is proportional to the average area of the triangles sharing
vertex pi. And M is formulated as

Mij ¼

P
k
mi;j if i¼ j

�mij if pi and pj are adjacent
0 otherwise

:

8>><
>>:

ð2Þ

Here mij ¼ cot αijþcotβij, αij and βij are the opposite angles of two
adjacent triangles sharing edge pipj.

Since the lightness information is contained in all the three
channels of RGB color space, such channels have strong correla-
tions. However, LAB color space can separate lightness from colors,
which is more appropriate in explaining the human's vision.
Therefore, we use j li� lj j þ jai�aj j þ jbi�bj j to calculate the color
distance, which is used as the third dimension of the 3D coordi-
nates for each vertex, so that the color components are embedded
in the edge length calculation based on LAB color space. Here l, a,
and b denote the average color value of the super-pixel p in LAB
color space. And Fig. 2 shows the constructed Delaunay triangles
and the bi-harmonic distance fields corresponding to different
anchor super-pixels.

Since bi-harmonic distance can measure the differences in
color and location between super-pixels, by calculating its dis-
tribution in the neighborhood, we can obtain semi-local geometric
structures of each super-pixel. Given super-pixel spi and its cor-
responding bi-harmonic distances to other super-pixels
fdBði;1Þ; dBði;2Þ;…; dBði;KÞg, we define hðda; dbÞ as the probability
of such bi-harmonic distance set belonging to the range between
da and db. Thus, hðda; dbÞ can be computed as

hðda;dbÞ ¼
PK

k ¼ 1 δðdardBði; kÞodbÞ
K

; ð3Þ

where we define δðequationÞ ¼ 1 when equation is true, otherwise,
δðequationÞ ¼ 0. Thus, the l-dimension BDD histogram Hi of super-
pixel i can be represented as

Hi ¼ h 0;
1
l

� �
;h

1
l
;
2
l

� �
;…;h

l�1
l

;1
� �� �

; ð4Þ

where l represents the dimension used for BDD histogram.
In this paper, we mainly care about the semi-local structures of

each super-pixel, so we only take into account super-pixels with
the three-ring neighborhood when calculating BDD. Therefore, by
concatenating other low-level local features with BDD, we now
have a new semi-local complementary feature, which gives rise to
the informative description of the local appearance and global
geometric structures of the potentially semantic regions.

3.2. Image-specific latent-learning dictionary selection

So far, the constructed semi-local representations of the local
regions in annotated images can serve as candidate dictionary
words to form per-exemplar dictionaries. Given a new testing
image, similar to other data-driven methods, in order to efficiently
find effective dictionary words from annotated images, we assume
that globally similar images may have more intrinsically consistent
information, i.e., the features involved in such images are more
likely to fall into the same subspace. Thus, we retrieve such images
based on global features, including spatial pyramid, gist and color
histogram as in [5]. Then we take Euclidean distance as mea-
surement of each feature's ranking, by averaging the ranks of each
global descriptor, we can obtain the final rank of the annotated
images. Here we set M as the number of the chosen annotated
images. As a result, the combination of different kinds of global
features afford complementary descriptive power.

Since the subset of annotated images is obtained by comparing
their global-view similarity with respect to the testing image, in
some sense, such process has roughly considered the appearance



Fig. 2. Demonstration of the bi-harmonic distance field construction. (a) Super-pixel over-segmentation. (b) Delaunay triangle construction based on super-pixels. (c) Bi-
harmonic distance distribution with respect to source point (0, 0). (d) Bi-harmonic distance distribution with respect to source point (150,150).
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contextual cues, and they should contribute more than other
images when selecting dictionary words. After choosing M most
similar images, we construct per-exemplar dictionaries D¼ f
D1;D2;…DNg from those images, where Di indicates the dictionary
of the i-th category, N is the total number of the pre-defined object
category. And each dictionary is represented as a concatenation of
words expressed as Di ¼ ½d1i ; d2i ;…; dMi �, where di

j is the word
selected from the j-th image for the dictionary of the i-th category.
The number of the words in each dictionary is mainly determined
by the corresponding words appearing in those similar images.
However, considering that a large number of words may influence
efficiency, we can also limit the max number of the words in each
dictionary to balance the tradeoff between accuracy and efficiency.

Such latent-learning dictionary enables us to select useful
annotated image features efficiently, especially when having a
large number of candidate annotated images. On that basis, our
image-specific dictionary selection method also gives rise to
another advantage, that is, our method has more flexibility to
accommodate new complementary annotated labels while
requiring no tedious re-training or updating process.
4. Region-label candidates generation based on sparse–dense
reconstruction

According to the semi-local representations obtained from the
testing image and corresponding per-exemplar dictionary, we
explore their intrinsic consistency by using per-exemplar dic-
tionary to represent the tested local region in each level within the
hierarchy. Since regions from the same category may have some-
thing in common, the corresponding features must have some
relationships. Here, we let per-exemplar dictionary represent
unknown features. If a region can be reconstructed with minimal
error, we assume that it belongs to corresponding object class with
larger probability. After the reconstruction process, each region in
each level within the hierarchy should be assigned with a few
candidate category labels according to the reconstruction accuracy.
To make such reconstruction process more reliable, we use two
kinds of reconstruction method based on different models which
have respective advantages. Sparse reconstruction can generate
unique and compact representation but gives rise to less sta-
bleness, while dense reconstruction can reveal more expressive
and generic properties but is more sensitive to outliers. Therefore,
we resort to the utility of both sparse and dense reconstruction
errors to measure the semantic probability of each region, which
are detailed as follows.

4.1. Sparse reconstruction

The goal of sparse reconstruction is to compute each category's
probability on specific over-segmented super-pixels, and find the
most likely category to form each hierarchical basis. We use such
method to find intrinsically consistent relationships based on the
assumption that features of the same category can be linearly
constructed by a few words in corresponding dictionary Di while
other category dictionary cannot, so the reconstruction residue is
the measurement of similarity between feature and per-exemplar
dictionary. Our main idea is to conduct sparse representation and
use the reconstruction error to judge unknown representation.

Since sparse coding can effectively reveal the relationship
among similar features, we follow the method introduced in [37]
to compare the difference between per-exemplar dictionary and
current-region representation. Given one category for example, we
take its corresponding dictionary Di ¼ ½d1i ; d2i ;…dMi � as the bases of
sparse representation. For a testing image with K regions (super-
pixels) F ¼ ½f 1; f 2;‥; f K �, where fj indicates the local representation
computed on super-pixel j, the sparse reconstruction coefficients
corresponding to K super-pixels A¼ ½α1;α2;…;αK � can be com-
puted via

αj ¼ argmin
αj

‖f j�Diαj‖22þλJαj J1: ð5Þ

Here, we solve the above equation with LARS algorithm, a variant
for solving the Lasso [38]. Thus the sparse reconstruction error rijs,
indicating to what extent each region's local representation fj
belongs to category dictionary i, can be defined as

rsij ¼ ‖f j�Diαj‖22: ð6Þ

The sparse reconstruction error rijs is regarded as a measurement
of corresponding super-pixel category similarity. Compared with
purely mapping or instance-detecting method, sparse reconstruction
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can make full use of underlying consistent information and reveal the
intrinsic cross-image correlations, which can well handle the variety
of shape, color, illumination, and so on. In addition, considering that
the process should be executed over the hierarchical regions, in
nature it is an efficient way to simultaneously explore the intra-
image spatial coherency and inter-image semantic consistence.

4.2. Dense reconstruction

In order to make complement of sparse reconstruction error,
we conduct dense reconstruction based on Principal Component
Analysis (PCA) method. For dictionary of each category, the cor-
responding eigenvectors of orthogonal bases in the dictionary
capture the common property of features in the same dictionary,
as well as excluding diversity of such features. Therefore, such new
bases have great potentials to globally represent new local
representation that belongs to the same category semantically. So
we reconstruct unknown features by principal component bases.

Also, given one category for example, we compute the L largest
eigenvalues of normalized covariance matrix of the corresponding
dictionary Di ¼ ½d1i ; d2i ;…; dMi �, and form the bases from the eigen-
vectors UDi

¼ ½ui1;ui2;…;uiL� with corresponding decreasing order
of the eigenvalues. UDi

represents a dense basis for category i in
dense reconstruction process. For a testing image with K super-
pixels, F ¼ ½f 1; f 2;‥; f K � are the features to be labeled, where fj
indicates the local representation of super-pixel j, and the dense
reconstructing coefficients corresponding to K super-pixels β¼ ½
β1;β2;…;βK � can be computed via

βj ¼ U>
Di
ðf j� f Þ; ð7Þ

where f is the mean local representation of F. Thus, the dense
reconstruction error rijd of super-pixel fj, indicating to what extent
it belongs to category dictionary i, is represented as

rdij ¼ ‖f j�ðUDi
βjþ f Þ‖22: ð8Þ

We determine the candidate label of each region according to
the weighted sum of the sparse reconstruction error and dense
reconstruction error via

rij ¼ λrsijþð1�λÞrdij; ð9Þ

where λ is used to balance the effects of sparse and dense
reconstruction process. Thus, the region can be preliminarily
assigned to the same label as the category producing minimum
errors, and it may be further adjusted by taking into account the
same-level spatial coherency, which is detailed below.

Since both sparse and dense reconstruction errors facilitate to
judge the unknown representation from different view points. In
fact, the reasonability of sparse reconstruction error lies in that the
unknown representation [39] can be linearly reconstructed by
only a few of known representations. And the dense reconstruc-
tion error mainly considers the principle that the unknown
representation can be roughly reconstructed by the principal
components of certain category dictionary, which is expected to
reveal the internal structure of the data in a way that best explains
the variance in the data. Meanwhile, the sparse reconstruction
error tends to be sensitive to the noise involved in the dictionary,
while the dense reconstruction error may also behave badly when
certain category has high variety. Therefore, by combining sparse
and dense reconstruction, their disadvantages can be greatly
weakened in a mutually complementary way.

4.3. Anisotropic reconstruction error propagation

Since adjacent neighbors may belong to the same category with
high probability, or certain categories can be neighbors while
others become neighbors without any semantic meanings. We
cannot ignore the influence of neighborhoods. So neighbors can
serve as complement description, we should consider recon-
struction error both from itself and its neighborhoods. Here we let
reconstruction error spread among neighborhoods to adjust final
results.

To emphasize cross validation while suppressing the mislead-
ing interaction among neighboring regions, we assume that
regions with similar appearance belong to the same category in all
likelihood. So we should limit the per-exemplar reconstruction
error to propagate only among the similar neighborhoods as much
as possible. The propagation process can also facilitate the
smoothing of possible discontinuous reconstruction errors within
the local regions of certain potential semantic entity by introdu-
cing bi-harmonic distance measurement (refer to Section 3.1).
Therefore, at first we determine the diffusion domain, which
consists of adjacent super-pixels having smaller bi-harmonic dis-
tance than predefined threshold. The propagation only occurs
from one super-pixel to another when they are in the same dif-
fusion domain. This process is equal to locally conducting aniso-
tropic convolution over sparse and dense reconstruction error
fields respectively, wherein the local domains are handled in
descending order with respect to the corresponding reconstruc-
tion error. The final reconstruction error of each region/super-pixel
consists of two parts: original error and diffused error from other
regions/super-pixels, which is formulated as

r0ij ¼ λrijþð1�λÞ
PK

k ¼ 1;ka i WjkrikP
k ¼ 1;ka iWjk

: ð10Þ

Here r0ij is the new reconstruction error after the diffusion process,
λ is used to balance between two kinds of reconstruction errors, i
indicates the category of dictionary, and the weight Wjk is defined
as

Wjk ¼
0 if Sj ¼ Sk

exp �dBðj; kÞ
β

� �
if SjaSk

8><
>: ; ð11Þ

where Sj indicates the domain that the super-pixel j belongs to,
dBðj; kÞ is the bi-harmonic distance between super-pixel j and
super-pixel k, and β is the parameter used to control to what
extent the bi-harmonic distance would influence the weight. The
propagation process gives rise to better discriminative coherency.
Fig. 3 demonstrates the sparse reconstruction error, dense recon-
struction error, the diffusion domains, and the corresponding
error-diffusing results respectively.

4.4. Hierarchical recognition voting for potentially semantic regions

After obtaining each super-pixel's reconstruction error, we can
probably infer its semantics. Since the finer-levels' super-pixels
represent the over-segmentation of the image, it cannot provide
the convincing mid-level meanings, which is important for image
parsing. In order to comprehensively infer the semantics within
higher-level regions, we further employ graph-based image seg-
mentation [34] to guide pixel-wise semantic parsing, because such
image segmentation has the ability to keep the details in regions
of low-variability while trying to overlook the details in regions of
high-variability. Each of the high-level segmented regions can be
regarded as an individual entity to be recognized. Therefore, we
parse each region independently according to the probable
semantics of the hierarchical super-pixels covered by it.

Given a high-level segmented region, if its super-pixels have
large overlap in semantics, we will assign a candidate label to this
region according to the corresponding semantics, because we
suppose that most super-pixels should have the right labels after



Fig. 3. Demonstration of the anisotropic reconstruction error propagation. The top row illustrates the reconstruction error about “sky” category, and the bottom is about “tall
building” category. Deeper color denotes smaller reconstruction error, which means being closer to the corresponding category. (a) Reconstruction error in diffusion
domains; (b) original sparse reconstruction error; (c) diffused sparse reconstruction error; (d) original dense reconstruction error; and (e) diffused dense reconstruction
error. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure caption, the reader is referred to the web version of this paper.)

Fig. 4. Illustration of the hierarchical voting process from over-segmentation recognition to potentially semantic region recognition.
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the error-diffusion process. However, there may inevitably exist
some wrong labels. Therefore, similar to the common practice that
we do when we have different ideas in daily life, we solve this
problem by resorting to the voting-based strategy. We give each
super-pixel a vote to decide which category this region should
belong to, wherein the lower level the super-pixel locates in, the
smaller its weight will be. Given a super-pixel located at (x,y), the
probability Proiðx; yÞ it belongs to the i-th category can be calcu-
lated as

Proiðx; yÞ ¼
1
L

XL
k ¼ 1

pikðx; yÞ; ð12Þ

where L indicates the super-pixel's levels, pikðx; yÞ represents the
probability that the super-pixel (located at (x,y) in k-level) belongs
to the i-th label. By summing the weighted votes of each category
in certain region, we get the probability of i-th label pij that the j-th
region may belong to. The hierarchical semantic voting process is
illustrated in Fig. 4. Thus, this process can correct most of the
wrong labels by excluding the influence of a small part of incorrect
choices. For each high-level region in the testing image, we choose
the higher probability labels as its candidate labels.
5. Parsing refinement assisted by spatial–contextual strings

In natural images, certain object classes may appear simulta-
neously and have certain location correlation. We further exploit
spatial–contextual cues to remove the unreasonable candidate
label choice. Since two-dimensional images are hard to compare
directly due to variations in scale, position, and so on, we convert
two-dimensional images with semantic meanings into one-
dimensional semantic strings in order to reduce complex struc-
ture. By encoding the spatial–contextual cues into a semantic
string, we can get the refined parsing result via statistical analysis
on the string matching results.

Because dimensionality reduction can cause information loss,
we should preserve useful information like relative relationships.
One solution is to use Hilbert space-filling curve, which is tradi-
tionally used to traverse two-dimensional space with a goal to get
one-dimensional continuous path while still preserving point
neighborhoods as much as possible. When applying this technique
in images, Hilbert curve traverses pixels according to certain pat-
tern. Since traversing route goes through adjacent image regions
in a pre-defined order, it can well reflect the image layout and
objects' relative location, comparing with the naive row-by-row
traversing methods and the prime spatial-subdivision scheme.



Fig. 5. Illustration of the encoded semantic string based on Hilbert space-filling curve.
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Therefore, the Hilbert curve route provides us a simple yet effec-
tive way to encode the spatial–contextual cues as a semantic
string. The string is obtained by walking along the Hilbert curve
route and adding corresponding labels in its corresponding loca-
tions at the same time. Fig. 5 illustrates the encoded semantic
string over super-pixels with different-levels.

Since our semantic string implicitly encodes the contextual
information of the image, the specific string match algorithm is
expected to efficiently and flexibly find similar content structures
during comparing image contents. However, the strict string
matching method (like KMP) cannot handle the problem of noise
or finding the similar partial-structure between two strings. By
conducting survey on the existing approximate string matching
algorithm [40], we find that the dynamic programming method
has great potential to solve this problem by keeping local optimal
solution, which facilitates to efficiently find the most similar
structure between two strings.

Therefore, we define the similarity of two semantic strings
based on the dynamic programming method introduced in [41],
which can capture the largest common structures of the two
strings while ignoring noise-like perturbation in strings. Two
strings with largest common structures will have the most similar
meanings in corresponding images. Given two strings A1 and A2,
supposing the length n of A1 is shorter than the length m of A2, we
construct ðnþ1Þ � ðmþ1Þ dynamic programming matrix D. The
matrix is initialized as

Di;j ¼
WA1ðiÞ;A2ð1Þ if j¼ 0
0 elsewhere

�
; ð13Þ

and the dynamic programming matrix is updated according to

Di;j ¼minðDi�1;j�1;Di�1;j;Di;j�1ÞþWA1ðiÞ;A2ðjÞ: ð14Þ

The final Dn;m represents the distance between A1 and A2, which
measures the similarity of A1 and A2.

Since we have obtained the label probabilities of each region,
some regions may have several candidate labels that are hard for
us to decide arbitrarily. To solve this problem, we compare the
semantic string of the testing image with those of the training
images, because the annotated images can form semantic strings
reflecting the common and reasonable layouts. For each testing
image, based on the region-wise candidate labels, we can
respectively construct corresponding semantic strings. As afore-
mentioned, we have already selected out the similar images from
annotated ones, by comparing the candidate testing image strings
with those from annotated images, we can conduct statistics over
the most similar strings, and assume the candidate string that
mostly relates to the high frequencies of object assembly as the
reasonable one, and this way we can finally get the refined parsing
result.
6. Experiments and evaluations

6.1. Experiment settings

We have implemented our framework on a PC with Geforce
GTX 770 GPU, Intel Core I7 CPU and 24G memory using Cþþ and
the necessary invoking interface of MATLAB. We demonstrate the
advantages of our method via extensive experiments on the
popular SIFT Flow dataset [42], which consists of 200 test images
and 2488 images from LabelMe, as well as 8 scenes and 33
semantic categories. In the experiment, we employ the average
LAB color value and the corresponding standard deviation, uni-
form LBP in [43], average location, histogram of gradient texture
and bi-harmonic distance distribution (BDD) as region-wise semi-
local features.

As for the evaluation, we compare our method with several
state-of-the-art image parsing methods, including Tighe and
Lazebnik [5], Myeong et al. [44], and so on. We mainly use the
pixel-level parsing accuracy and per-class accuracy published in
their papers as quantitative indicators. In addition, because of the
lack of per-class accuracy data in Liu et al. [42], we run their source
codes to get pixel-level parsing accuracy and per-class accuracy.

6.2. Experiment comparisons and evaluations

Parameter analysis of our method: The performance of our
method is mainly affected by several parameters, including
retrieval set size when selecting similar images, average-pixel size
when making over-segmentation and semantic graph-cut segment
parameters.

The initial step of image parsing is to find similar images that
contain useful segments to guide semantic annotation. The retrieval
set should contain enough corresponding segments rather than
introducing a large number of less useful segments. Therefore, the
size of retrieval set is important. In our experiment, we adjust the
size of retrieval set to find the proper number of the similar images.
To verify the importance of similar image process, we also compare
our method with k-means method about selecting candidate fea-
tures. Table 1 lists the final accuracy of different sizes of retrieval
set. From the accuracy, we can conclude that using too many images
as candidate features will greatly influence our accuracy because
more noise candidate features will be involved in the reconstruction
process. Compared with averaging all features in one category using



Table 1
The image parsing per-pixel accuracy of different sizes of retrieval set.

Size of retrieval set Accuracy Accuracy of k-means

50 74.9 (19.5)
100 74.3 (23.0)
200 72.5 (24.6) 70.37
500 68.9 (27.8)
1000 66.9 (28.1)

Fig. 6. Performance analysis under different settings of super-pixel size.

Fig. 7. Performance analysis of graph-cut under different settings of k value.

Table 2
The average image parsing accuracy comparison of different methods over SIFT
Flow dataset.

Method Per-pixel Per-class

Gould and Zhang [45] 65.2 14.9
Liu et al. [42] 76.6 23.5
Tighe and Lazebnik [5] 77.0 30.1
Myeong et al. [44] 77.1 32.3
Farabet et al. [46] 74.2 46.0
OURS 77.4 20.6

Table 3
The category-wise average image parsing accuracy statistics of our method.

Class Accuracy The number of images The number of features

sky 94.40 2080 46,929
building 91.41 991 33,676
road 80.19 701 12,021
mountain 78.92 849 21,908
tree 78.38 976 17,415
sea 72.85 344 9838
field 49.06 203 4860
grass 39.82 201 3346
car 37.52 334 1413
door 19.03 126 531
river 18.41 216 2414
sand 17.59 121 1881
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k-means method, our selecting process can choose useful candidate
words efficiently.

Super-pixel segmentation is an essential part of image parsing.
Since we use SLIC super-pixel [35] as initial over-segmentation, we
only have to decide the average size of super-pixels when per-
forming segmentation. In order to combine both global and local
features, here we use the hierarchical semantic voting method. By
integrating different sizes of super-pixel's judgement, we can get
more reasonable results. Here, we compare the accuracy using
different sizes of super-pixels only. Fig. 6 shows the comparison of
super-pixel sizes. From the accuracy, we can conclude that when
the average size of super-pixels increases, the per-pixel accuracy
increases, but at the expense of decrease on per-class accuracy.
Larger-size super-pixels tend to recognize segments in a more
global way, but give rise to ignoring small parts like people.
Smaller-sized super-pixels tend to recognize small parts more
accurately, but lose the overall appearance of objects.

Since our method is based on super-pixels which over-segment
objects in images, and in view of super-pixels objects are con-
sidered to be combination of (many) fragments, which may mis-
lead our overall and high-level judgement. So we add the process
of graph-cut segmentation to coarsely create semantic segments.
Fig. 7 displays the final accuracy of graph-cut segmentation of
different parameters and the accuracy without graph-cut process.
Here we vary k in the experiment (k is value for the threshold
function), which causes a preference for large components. From
the chart, we can find that larger k results in more accuracy in the
per-pixel sense while less accurate in the per-class sense, due to
the same reason as we had analyzed in the experiments about the
super-pixel size. Also, when we remove the graph-cut process, the
result indicates that both per-pixel and per-class accuracies
decrease, which verifies the efficiency of such process.

Comparison with state-of-the-art methods: According to several
well-recognized accuracy indicators used in image parsing, Table 2
lists the quantitative accuracy statistics of our method and several
state-of-the-art methods, including per-pixel accuracy and per-
class accuracy. Here, we can conclude that we achieve high accu-
racy in per-pixel accuracy, but our method falls behind in per-class
accuracy when comparing with other methods. However, since
high per-pixel accuracy reflects overall theme of the scene, it is
more essential for parsing images.

Table 3 lists the category-wise average image parsing accuracy
statistics of our method. When calculating the number of training
images for certain category objects/things, it takes into account all
the images containing corresponding objects/things in the training
set. And the number of features takes into account all the repre-
sentations extracted from the aforementioned training images that
contain corresponding objects/things. It shows that our method
can achieve good performance for the categories having enough
annotated features. And thus our method can make full use of such
comprehensive features to explain the corresponding entities in
the new testing image. In the meanwhile, the categories which
have small number of annotated images like bird behave worse in



Fig. 8. Comparison of image parsing results between our method and the corresponding ground truth.

Table 4
Running time of each step.

Steps in our method Running time (s)

Per-exemplar dictionary construction 2.21
Super-pixels segmentation 0.058
Descriptors computation 4.36
Reconstruction error computation 1.85
Error diffusion 0.016
Hierarchical voting 0.014
Graph-cut segmentation 0.051
Space filling curve construction 0.001
Dynamic programming comparison 0.008

Average time per image(s)
Liu et al. [42] 3.97
Tighe et al. [5] 138.93
Ours 7.58
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our method, which largely lower our final category related accu-
racy. The reason is that the corresponding category related dic-
tionary does not include enough representation for parsing, which
indicates that we should further expand our latent-learning
training dataset to make the object classes distribute more
uniformly. Fig. 8 shows our final parsing results over examples
with different-situations.

Running time analysis: We detail the time cost of the different
steps of our method separately in Table 4. Here, we only count the
average running time of each step when calculating each layer.
Besides, we compare the average per-image parsing time cost
among Liu et al. [42], Tighe et al. [5] and our method, wherein the
time computing takes into account descriptors computation pro-
cess and parsing process. In addition, the dynamic programming
comparison time represents only one image's string comparison
time. We can conclude from Table 4 that the most time-consuming
method is the computation process for descriptors, because our
method uses several kinds of descriptors to make the repre-
sentation more distinguishable to each other. Meanwhile, the per-
exemplar dictionary construction and reconstruction error com-
putation also cost more time than other processes. Such process's
time is largely dependent on the retrieval set size when selecting
similar images and the max words' number when constructing
dictionary. Fig. 9 demonstrates the influences of the retrieval set
size on dictionary construction and the max words' number on
computation of reconstruction error. We can see that, when the



Fig. 9. Running time analysis under different parameter settings. The left chart is running time of reconstruction error computation of different max words in per-exemplar
dictionary. The right chart is running time of dictionary construction with different sizes of retrieval set.
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number of words increases, the corresponding time cost also
increases.
7. Conclusion and discussion

In this paper, we have systematically presented a novel light-
weight non-parametric method to address a suite of research
challenges encountered in image parsing by integrating new
modeling and inferring strategies into a flexible and expandable
framework. The extensive experiments demonstrate the effec-
tiveness of our method in handling natural images with high-
variability and broad-coverage of things and/or entities. In parti-
cular, the critical and novel technical components of our approach
include semi-local complementary feature integration based on
bi-harmonic distance distribution, per-exemplar candidate-label
detection based on sparse–dense reconstruction, anisotropic label-
confidence propagation based on bi-harmonic distance distribu-
tion, hierarchical semantic voting, string encoding of global spa-
tial–contextual cues based on Hilbert curve, relaxed semantic
string matching, and its assistance in parsing refinement. All of
these technical innovations contribute to automatic image parsing
with state-of-the-art performance in accuracy, versatility, flex-
ibility, and efficiency.

Nevertheless, if the objective is to perform absolutely fair
comparisons with other state-of-the-art methods, our method
may still have tremendous room to improve, and this is because,
currently our latent-learning dictionaries are mainly obtained
from the readily available SIFT Flow dataset, which only has 2488
annotated images. Specifically, the involved annotated object
classes are extremely non-uniform, which lack enough annotated
local regions for many categories such as awning, balcony and so
on. Therefore, in our method the region-level reconstruction error
will be larger when handling the testing images with object
instances of such categories, which greatly restrain the perfor-
mance potential of our method. In the future work, we plan to
build complete annotated dataset for more comprehensive latent
learning to further improve the parsing accuracy of our method.
Meanwhile, extending our key ideas to other image applications,
such as image retrieval and image classification, also deserves our
immediate research endeavor in the near future.
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